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While Dr. Hafstad is answering the phone call, let us
inspect more carefully this giant atom-smasher. The reader
will probably remember from his course in high school
physics that an electric charge always tends to be distrib-
uted only over the surface of a charged conductor. This
property of electricity is usually demonstrated in class-
rooms by introducing a small charged spherical conductor,
mounted on a glass stick, into the hollow interior of a
larger sphere and touching with it the inner surface of the
latter (Figure 21). In this case, the electric charge from the
small conductor goes over completely onto the outer sur-
face of the larger sphere. By repeating this operation many
times one can charge the larger spheie to arbitrarily deter-
mined high electric potentials, so that it will give off long
sparks directed toward the nearest conducting objects.
In general, modern electrostatic generators differ from
this simple arrangement only in si/.e, but there are a great
number of minute differences in elaborate detail. In par-
ticular, the transfer of the charge to the inside of the con-
ductor is achieved not by the repeated introduction of a
smaller charged body, but by a sort of conveyor system
which supplies the charge continuously. An insulated cir-
cular belt runs between an electric transformer in the
lower part of the structure, which provides the voltage,
and a pulley fixed in the interior of the upper sphere; this
belt steadily carries up electric charges and raises the poten-
tial o£ the sphere to a very high degree.
In the generator shown in Plate V, a potential of 5 mil-
lion volts can be attained a few minutes after the belt
starts carrying up its first electric charge. Although in prin-
ciple there is no limit to the potential that can be obtained
by this arrangement, in practice the limit is attained as

